Transfer Data Lab Consultation and Implementation
Applicant Questions and Answers
1. Can ONCAT comment on or provide a budget range allocated for the Transfer Data Lab ?
We are looking for three budget tiers and/or options: budget, median, and high. No floor or
ceiling has been set.
2. Will ONCAT consider Cloud solutions to host the TDL, or is the goal to set it up fully on
premises? If Cloud could be considered, would the data need to stay in Canada?
The goal is to set up fully on premises and in Canada.
3. How many third parties currently host data to be transferred to the TDL?
We currently have one third party hosting the data.
4. How much data is subject to the migration?
To begin, it will be under 100 GB, approximately.
5. What frequency of access is TDL expected to produce?
Daily.
6. How many tables / attributes encompass the data load?
Fewer than 100 GB.
7. Will ONCAT assign fully dedicated and available resources to the consulting team for
coordination, content sharing, and project management within the firm?
Yes.
8. How many external parties would Phase III encompass?
While we are unsure at the moment, the intent would be to give individual access to select
external parties once they sign confidentiality agreements.
9. Is training delivery considered part of the scope of the project, or simply the development of
manuals?
The scope includes the manuals. As for training delivery, we would prefer tiered options if
possible.

10. Will ONCAT consider a T&M fee structure for Phase I, Phase II, and/or Phase III?
Yes, we will consider T&M fee structure for each phase.
11. Would ONCAT consider offshore/remote resources?
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While we would be open to remote resources, such as for software updates, we are not looking
for offshore/remote solutions in terms of accessing our data.

